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"Thud!"

All of a sudden, Roanne's entire body shuddered, her energy concentrating into bursts of fiery power as she ascended from the

Initial Emperor State to the Intermediate Emperor State!

Finally, her energy dissipated, and she got up from the ground, light as a feather.

"I never thought the Cleaansing Pills would help me attain the Intermediate Emperor State so quickly, Leon! This is incredible!"

she exclaimed with a grin, feeling as though she woke up from a good dream.

Just a few days ago, she was still at the Advanced Overlord State, but now, with Leon's help, she finally advanced to the

Intermediate Emperor State, which made her almost on par with her brother Yuri!

She ascended so fast that now, she became one of the best martial artists in the entire Southern region, region to only her

brother!

Miss Thompson attained a new power level! This is unbelievable!" everyone was utterly stunned by this sight and erupted into a

flurry of excitement.

None of them thought that Roanne would be able to break through another plateau so quickly!

This meant that the Cleansing Pills did indeed work even better than the Supreme Pure Energy Pills, and was indeed capable of

helping martial artists enhance their prowess and break through their training plateau!

After this immense display of power, everyone's doubt regarding the Cleansing Pills dissipated and was replaced by sheer

excitement at its potential of it!

"Rats!"

"How can this be?" the Southern Boss and Devon's hearts sank at this sight. Although none of them hoped that this was true,

they could not deny the truth when it was right in front of their eyes.

"Alright, everyone. Now that you've seen a demonstration of the Cleansing Pills' power, are there any more questions?" Leon

asked.

No, no more questions! President Wolf, how much are you selling the Cleansing Pills and the Supreme Pure Energy Pills for?

Please do put them on sale immediately!" everyone started asking in anticipation, especially those who belonged to the direct

descendants of the major families, such as Darius. After witnessing what the Cleansing Pills were capable of doing, especially

now that Roanne managed to attain the Intermediate Emperor State with their help, they all were hoping that the Cleansing Pills

would also exert the same effect on them and make them advance in their martial arts training!

"Oh, alright," Leon nodded, and just as he was about to announce the Cleansing Pills and Supreme Pure Energy Pills' price, the

Southern Boss interrupted him.

"Wait! I have a question!" he scoffed as he stepped forward.

"Yes, Southern Boss. What is your question?" Leon furrowed his brows and shot him a rather displeased look, trying to figure out

what this man had up his sleeve.

The rest of the audience, too, turned to cast him looks of surprise.

"Well, it's no secret that martial arts training is a process that requires significant time and effort, and one cannot deny that

breaking through a plateau is one of the biggest challenges! I've never once seen anyone break through so many plateaus at

once during their training, and I have the perfect reason to suspect foul play, or perhaps this is just a trick!" the Southern Boss

declared, sneering.

"A trick? That's impossible! Southern Boss, we all witnessed this with our own two eyes, and there’s no denying that Miss

Thompson did indeed break through her plateau! How can it possibly be foul play?" everyone retorted before Leon could even

respond.
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